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Abstract—The “iCub” is a robotic platform that was developed
within the RobotCub European project to provide the
cognition research community with an open “child-like”
humanoid platform for understanding and development of
cognitive systems [1]. In this paper we present the mechanical
realization of the new lower body developed for the “iCub”
child humanoid robot in order to keep up with the latest
technology and solve mechatronic problems found in the
previous version. The new lower body assembly demonstrates
significant improvements over the old prototype including
higher modularity, full joint state sensing and improved range
of motion and torque capabilities. In particular the new leg and
waist mechanisms to match the size and physical abilities of a
3½ year old human child are introduced.

A

I. INTRODUCTION

nthropomorphic design, natural and adaptive
locomotion and human like behavior and performance
are some of the intrinsic features that have driven the
rapid growth of humanoid robots during the past decade.
The development of such a humanoid platform that has the
physical capacity of a human being poses many challenges
from the mechatronic point of view. These must be
addressed in a methodical and concurrent manner in order to
co-ordinate and integrate the various components that form
the complete mechatronic platform. There is clearly a
requirement for many iterations of the design process before
reaching the final prototype. These are usually guided by the
experience gained from previous prototypes, as well as the
advances in actuation, materials, sensor technologies, the
increasing computational power and other supporting
technologies such as electronics and ICT.
The first humanoid developed back in 1973 [2] formed
the basis for all subsequent designs with all current
successful humanoids being produced as part of a process of
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continuous improvement from their predecessors. Hence, the
current ASIMO humanoid developed from E0 (1986), E1E2-E3 (1987-1991), E4-E5-E6 (1991-1993), P1-P2-P3
(1993-1997), through to the original ASIMO (2000) and the
new Asimo (2005) [3, 4]. The Humanoid Robot Platform
(HRP) started with an adapted Honda P3 and subsequently
HRP-2L, HRP-2P, HRP-2, HRP-3 were released [5]. Soon
HRP-4 will be introduced which reportedly looks like a
woman with a realistic geometry. QRIO was originally
named Sony Dream Robot or SDR with prototype models
SDR-3 and SDR-4X [6], while the TUM humanoid LOLA is
an enhancement over Johnnie [7]. Similarly KAIST built
KHR-1, KHR-2 and KHR-3 (Hubo) [8]. Waseda built
different models from their first humanoid ever in 1973 to
Wabian-2R [9].
The RobotCub project [10] is a research initiative
dedicated to the realization of embodied cognitive systems
and the creation of an advanced robotic platform for
neuroscientific study. The two main goals of this project are:
i) Creation of an OPEN hardware/software humanoid
robotic platform for research in embodied cognition. This is
the “iCub”.
ii) Advancing our neural understanding of cognitive
systems by exploiting this platform in the study of the
development of cognitive capabilities in humanoid robots.
The “iCub” platform has as its aim the replication of the
physical and cognitive abilities of a 3½ year old child. This
“child” robot will act in a cognitive scenario, performing the
tasks useful to learning, and interacting with the
environment and humans. The OPEN approach of the
“iCub” combined with the small size (104cm tall), low
weight (<23kg) and very compact structure (fitting within
the volume of a child) and high number (53) of degrees of
freedom form fundamental differences with the many
excellent humanoids already developed. It is evident that the
OPEN nature of the “iCub” platform induces high needs for
robustness and easy maintenance. This paper reports on the
design of the new lower body modules for the “iCub”. The
new lower body assembly was designed and built based on
the knowledge gained from the first successful prototype. It
demonstrates significant improvements over the old
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prototype including higher modularity, reduced complexity,
better quality full joint state sensing, and improved range of
motion and torque capabilities.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II gives the
specifications of the new lower body. Sections III and IV
introduce the enhancements/modifications done on the
mechanical design, the actuation and the sensing of the
lower body. Section V presents experimental results from
joint tracking performance experiments and characteristic
measures of the new design in terms of joint range of
motion, and output torque. These are compared with those
of the original prototype. Finally, section VI addresses the
conclusions.

In particular, the range of the waist joint has been
extended/modified to increase the manipulation workspace
of the child-like robot. The range of the waist yaw and roll
has been increased while the range of the pitch motion was
modified to increase the upper body forward tilting. This
effectively improves the workspace for the iCub’s arms
while the robot is in a sitting position.
In some joints the specified range of motion of robot is
smaller compared to that of the “standard” human,
Simulation studies have confirmed that for these joints the
range of motions provided in the specification is sufficient
to ensure that the “iCub” can perform the basic exploratory
and manipulation procedures required for the “child”.
TABLE I

II. LOWER BODY SPECIFICATIONS
An extensive description of the first prototype of the
lower body design of “iCub” is provided in [11]. The size of
the “iCub” approximates the dimensions of a 3½ year old
child. In the new lower body design the total length and
mechanical interface mechanism with the upper body
remained unchanged so the new legs can be added to the
current upper body without any modifications. The number
of degrees of freedom in the lower body also remained
unchanged.
The initial functional specification for the “iCub” legs
was to have a capacity to sit, squat and crawl. These actions
were rigorously simulated and it was determined that a 5
D.O.F leg could achieve these goals. However, subsequent
study suggested that standing and childlike walking would
be appropriate further goals and an additional D.O.F at the
ankle to support standing (supported and unsupported) and
walking formed a new upgraded specification. Therefore,
each leg consists of 6 D.O.F: 3 D.O.F at the hip, 1 D.O.F at
the knee level and 2 D.O.F at the level of the ankle and
equals the design approach chosen in many other bipedal
robots.
For the waist most humanoids usually have a relatively
simple 2 D.O.F. mechanism, however humanoids trying to
replicate the functionally of the human spine have also been
developed [12]. For the “iCub” a 3 D.O.F waist was
considered as this implementation offers greater motion
flexibility than that of the conventional 2 D.O.F waist
mechanisms. This extra functionality is needed as very
young children typically reach for objects from a seated
position and flexibility at the waist increases their
workspace. At the same time the complexity is kept low in
line with the requirements of the OPEN platform for
robustness, easy maintenance and manufacturing. Based on
above, the “iCub” waist provides pitch, roll and yaw
motions for the upper body.
The range of motion for the joints of the lower body was
defined considering human ergonomic data, data from other
successful humanoid platforms and simulation studies. The
range of motion of a “standard” human was used as a
starting point. Table 1 depicts the range of motion of the
“standard” human [13] and the “iCub” and it can be seen
that in some joints the robot joint range specifications
exceed those of the “standard” human. Wherever possible
this greater range was deliberate to enhance the motion
capability of the robot.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE RANGE OF MOTION OF THE LOWER BODY JOINTS.

Human [13]
LEG

iCub

Range of motion (°)

Hip Flexion/Extension

+45, -147

+45,-120

Hip Abduction/Adduction

+45, -40

+45,-31

Hip Rotation

+45.5, -43.5

+31,-91

Knee

+127.5, 0

+130,-5

Ankle Flexion/Extension

+34, -51.5

+30,-40

Ankle Abduction/Adduction

+58, -44.5

Ankle Twist

+36.5,-34

+25,-25
Not Implemented

Waist roll

+35, -35

+60,-60

Waist pitch

+70, -30

+90,-10

Waist yaw

+40, -40

+60,-60

WAIST

The torque requirements used were identical to those
specified for the first prototype. These torque requirements,
Table II, were obtained from crawling simulations using
Webots [14] at different gait speeds (0.5Hz cycles and 1Hz
cycles) and with transitions from sitting to crawling pose
and vice versa [11]. Ankle abduction/adduction does not
contribute much during crawling motions and was omitted
in these simulations.
TABLE II
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE PEAK TORQUES OF THE LOWER BODY JOINTS.
Peak Torque
(Nm) at 0.5 Hz
38.5

Peak Torque
(Nm) at 1 Hz
46.3

Hip Abduction/Adduction

15.1

37.1

Hip Rotation

23.2

36.8

Knee

28.0

27.4

Ankle Flexion/Extension

11.3

12.4

Waist Roll
Waist Pitch
Waist Yaw

26.5
34.3
13.7

27.2
45.8
30.1

JOINT
Hip Flexion/Extension

III. ENHANCEMENTS OF THE NEW LOWER BODY
The new lower body assembly was designed and built
based on the knowledge and experience gained from the
design and testing of the first successful prototype. To
improve the performance of the original system a number of
modifications and/or enhancements were incorporated.
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A. High Fidelitty Robot Senssing
By evaluating walking
w
motionns produced by
b a trajectoryy
gen
nerator based on
o the preview
w control [15]], it was foundd
thaat for dynamic motions the 12-bit resolutiion (0.088°) of
the absolute rotaary position seensor (Hall efffect sensors of
AS
S5045 from Austria
A
Micro
osystems) used
d in the firsst
pro
ototype and poositioned on the
t joint afterr the reductionn
drivve was insufficcient. Problem
ms had arisen as
a the originaal
ang
gular velocity data based on
o encoder sig
gnals isn't ideaal
witth the fidelity of the signal affected
a
by thee quality of thee
possition sensor annd the method used to generaate the velocityy
sign
nal, e.g. pulse counting or pulse
p
timing. With
W the initiaal
dessign the smallest detectablee angular velocity obtainedd
usin
ng the pulse count method (pulse tim
ming was noot
posssible)
is ∆q/Ts=0.088°°/0.001s=88°/s which iss
unaacceptable, Too both improvve the angularr accuracy andd
velocity signal in
i the new prrototype an addditional 11biit
incremental enco
oder is mounteed inside the motor housingg
beffore the reductiion drive, Fig. 1.

Six axxis force/torquue sensors are often implem
mented in
the feet of
o humanoids to stabilize walking
w
using the
t ZMP
concept. Recent reseaarch has focused on the use of
individuaal joint torquee control usinng software coontrolled
active com
mpliance [16] or passive com
mpliance [17].
To acchieve this in the upgraded “iCub” the neew lower
body inteegrates two typpes of force/torrque sensors, Fig. 2; a 6
D.O.F F/T
T sensor integrrated at the foo
ot and torque sensors at
each joint. Since comm
mercial motor torque
t
sensors are both
expensivee and often not
n mechanically compatibble (size,
mechaniccal interface) w
with high D.O.F. robots wheere space
is limiteed customized torque sen
nsor with additional
a
advantagee of dimensionnal optimization
n were developped.

Fig. 2 The structures of thee 6 D.O.F force/ttorque and the jooint torque
sensors.

Fig.1 Sectio
on of the mechaniccal assembly of thee motor group.

With the new
w design the encoder diskk and emitterrreceiver with thee integrated eleectronics weree placed insidee
the motor housinng without the need to increase the size of
the motor. Considering the 1000:1 gear ratio provided byy
red
duction drive the
t positional accuracy at thhe joint side iss
imp
proved to 0.0
0017°. The minimum
m
detectable angularr
velocity using the
t
pulse count method now becomess
∆q//Ts=0.0017°/0..001s=1.7°/s. Results
R
showiing how thesee
imp
provements afffect the trackin
ng performancee of the system
m
are discussed in section
s
V. Sincce the new enccoder is relativee
the original absollute encoder att the joint sidee is retained for
sysstem initializatiion.
In addition to
t the enhancced position sensing,
s
torquee
nsing was inteegrated within the new mottor group. Ass
sen
statted by [15] foorce control an
nd not positionn control is thee
key
y technology for
f natural phy
ysical interaction for robotss.
However, most humanoids, as the former design of thee
wer legs of “iC
Cub”, are positiion controlled with high gainn
low
PD
D.

The 6 D.O.F forcee/torque sensor is based onn a three
spoke strructure which is machined from a solid stainless
steel blocck to reduce hyysteresis and inncrease the streength and
repeatability. The signaal conditioningg, the data accquisition
mmunication interface (CAN
N) of the
electroniccs and the com
sensor arre tightly integgrated within th
he sensor moddule, Fig.
2. The sensor can proviide force and toorque measureements in
the range of 500N aand 20Nm reespectively wiith 16bit
resolutionn.
The jo
oint torque sennsor l, Fig. 2 iss based on a foour spoke
structure mounted betw
ween the harm
monic drive ouutput and
the outpu
ut link. In botth the 6 D.O.F
F force/torque and the
joint torque sensor the strain is measureed with
ductor strain gauges and
d customized design
semicond
electroniccs mounted witthin the joint.

B. Imp
proved Modularity and Ro
obustness andd
Enhancced Joint Rannge and Torquue Output
To ease the manufactuuring, assemblly and maintennance as
well as to improve the robustneess of the roobot the
mechaniccal realization of the new lo
ower body incoorporates
significan
nt alterations oon the implementation of thee various
modules. These moddifications/imprrovements arre listed
below.
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i)

Redesign off the hip modulle to eliminate cable stages
and reduce mechanical
m
com
mplexity.
ii) Rearrangem
ment of the waiist/lower torso to improve thee
compactnesss and maximizze the hip rangee of motion.
iii) Redesign of
o the knee to eliminate cable stagee,
improving roobustness and range of motioon.
iv) Redesign off the ankle secttion to reduce complexity
c
andd
improve the torque output capability in order
o
to supporrt
standing andd walking.
Deetails of these modifications
m
f
follow.
IV
V.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
D
OF
O LOWER BODY
Y MECHANICS

Thee mechanical realization of the new loweer body of thee
“iC
Cub” child huumanoid roboot and an ov
verview of itss
kin
nematics with the location of
o the degrees of freedom iss
illu
ustrated in Fig. 3. From the kinematic
k
persppective the new
w
low
wer body incluudes the loweer torso (houssing the waisst
mo
odule) and the two leg assem
mblies. The heiight of the new
w
“iC
Cub” lower boody from the foot
f
to the waaist is 671mm
m,
witth a maximum
m width and deepth (at the hiips) of 176mm
m
and
d 110mm respectively. The weight of the lower body iss
12.7kg with each
h leg weighing
g approximateely 4.35kg andd
the waist section including the hip flexion motors weighingg
4kgg. The total weight of the “iCub” robott including thee
uppper body is 23kkg.

ii) The lo
ow power motoor group proviides up to 20N
Nm with a
diameeter of 50mm and a length of
o 48mm (Kolllmorgen
RBE11210 + Harmonnic drive CSD114-100:1).
Motorr gears, joint relative and absolute sensiing have
been high
hly integrated tto optimize weeight and dimennsions of
the lowerr body joints, Fig. 3. The usse of frameless motors
enables the mechaniccal integrationn of the mootor and
harmonicc system withhin an endosk
keleton structture that
minimisees size, weight and dimensio
ons with the im
mmediate
benefit off the freedom in shaping thee actuator houusing, see
Fig. 3 and
d Fig. 4.
The components of the new
w prototype that
t
are
considereed as low sstressed partss were fabriccated in
stressed
Aluminum
m alloy Al60882 with the medium/highly
m
componennts (load beariing sections off the housing) made of
Aluminum
m alloy 70755 (Ergal) wh
hich has an excellent
e
strength to
t weight ratioo. The joint shafts were faabricated
from Staainless steel 17-4PH which delivers an excellent
e
combinattion of good oxidation andd corrosion reesistance
together with
w high strenngth.

Fig. 4 Spare parts off the “iCub” motorr/gearbox actuatorr group.

A. Waistt Mechanism
Fiig. 3 Kinematic co
onfiguration and th
he mechanical asseembly of the new
“iCub” low
wer body.

The actuation solution adoptted for the new
w lower body iss
the same with thhat adopted inn the first prototype using a
com
mbination of a harmonic driives(CSG series, 100:1 ratioo
for all joints) and
a
a Kollmoorgen RBE seeries brushlesss
fram
meless motor (BLM)
(
. To im
mprove modulaarity and reducee
fab
brication cost thhe number of the different actuator
a
groupss
useed in the new lower
l
body waas reduced from
m three (in thee
origginal prototypee) to two. Thesse are:
i) The high pow
wer actuator group
g
deliverss 40Nm at thee
output shaft and
a has a diameeter of 60mm and a length of
53mm (Kolllmorgen RBE
E1211 + Haarmonic drivee
CSD17-100:1).

The iCubb’s waist was bbased on the coore mechanism
m used in
the originnal prototype. The torque and
a power of the two
actuators used for bodyy pitch and yaw
w is transferredd using a
cable based differential mechanism, Fig.
F 5.
motion the two
o high power actuators
a
For thhe waist pitch m
assembliees (40Nm eachh) that drive thee pitch and yaw
w motion
apply a synchronous motion
m
to the two directly coupled
differentiial input wheeels. For the yaaw motion thee motors
turn in oppposite directioons. Roll is achhieved through a pulley
shaft directly connecteed to the upper body fram
me. The
actuator assembly of the roll pulleey (20Nm) iss located
within the square centree element of thhe differential,, Fig. 5a.
ue is conveyedd through a cab
ble transmissionn system
The torqu
that prov
vides additionaal gearing (1.5:1) to meet thhe torque
requiremeents of the roll joint, Table III.
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Compared too the originall prototype, the
t
new waisst
he redesign andd
assembly exhibitss greater integrration due to th
reaarrangement off the motor hoousing. The relocation of thee
twoo motors poweering the two hip
h flexion join
nts allowed thee
inteegration of theese motors wiith the two mo
otors actuatingg
the waist differenntial mechanism
m resulting in a 23% volumee
red
duction, Fig. 6.

(a)

B. Leg Module
M
The new leg has a moree modular structure allowingg for easy
assemblyy and maintennance. In genneral the leg has an
anthropom
morphic kinem
matic form connsisting of; thee hip, the
thigh witth the knee joiint, the calf with
w the ankle jjoint and
the foot, Fig 7. All thesse sections weere radically redesigned
w leg assemblyy.
in the new
The hip
h module, Fiig. 7 provides 2 D.O.F to ennable the
thigh flexxion/extensionn, abduction/addduction. Com
mpared to
the differrential hip mecchanism used in the first dessign [11]
the hip jooint of the new
w leg module iss a simpler moore easily
assembled mechanism hhaving a greateer range of mottion. It is
a one sidde supported seerial cantileverr based structurre with a
typical roll-pitch-roll configurationn. The singgle side
supported
d hip provides a large range of motion, maximizes
m
robustnesss (number off cables stagees is reducedd to one
compared
d to four of thee differential mechanism)
m
andd reduces
the assem
mbly complexxity and cost. The hip abduuction is
directly driven
d
by the m
motor placed inn the centre of hip joint
while torrque to the hipp flexion is traansmitted from
m the hip
flexion motor
m
placed in the lowerr torso (see Fig. 5a)
through a cable stage thhat also provid
de additional seecondary
gearing of
o (1.5:1).

(b)
Fig.. 5 (a) Back view of
o the waist modulle and the custom motor
m
house,
(b) Front view of the waist moduule and the cable routing.
r

Fig. 7 The mechanicall realization of thee “iCub” leg moduules.

Fig. 6 The
T original and th
he new wait assem
mbly.

The th
high rotation iis implemented similarly to the first
design allong the thighh section with the actual thiigh shell

.
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form
ming the housiing of a high power
p
(40Nm) actuator groupp
thaat drives this joint.
The knee joiint was radically redesigneed to improvee
rob
bustness. In thee old design [11] the actuationn was providedd
by a low power motor
m
group (2
20Nm) housed within the calf
con
nveying torqu
ue to the kn
nee joint throough a cablee
tran
nsmission. In the new desig
gn the knee jo
oint is directlyy
drivven by a high power
p
motor group
g
(40Nm) at the centre of
the knee joint, eliminating the need
n
of the cablle drive.
The calf secttion forms th
he housing off a low power
actu
uator group (2
20Nm) associaated with anklee flexion jointt,
Fig
g. 7. Torque too this joint is transferred thhrough a cablee
tran
nsmission systtem that also provide
p
additioonal secondaryy
geaaring of 1.5:1. The last D.O.F which produces
p
anklee
abd
duction/adductiion uses a loow power acttuator (20Nm
m)
located on the fooot plate and directly
d
coupleed to the anklee
ab//adduction joinnt, Fig 7. Torqu
ue output in booth ankle jointss
hass been increaseed compared to
t the originall design, Tablee
III, to support stannding and walkking.
In general, foor the selectioon of the actuuator groups a
con
nservative appproach was ad
dopted. This means
m
that thee
torqque/speed marrgins of the acctuator groups far exceed thee
torqque/speed reqquirements obbtained by simulation andd
exp
perimental dataa from the firstt prototype. Thhe main reasonn
for this conservvative selectioon comes fro
om the OPEN
N
chaaracter of the robot.
r
As a wiide range of experimentationn
witth high level of uncertainly in
i terms of joinnt performancee
is the expectatiion from succh an OPEN platform thee
sim
mulation resultss from the craawling locomotion were onlyy
useed as a guidde to define the minimum
m performancee
cap
pabilities of thee new lower boody joints.
V.

These expperiments partticularly aimed
d to evaluate thhe effect
of the joint sensing impprovements as discussed in seection II.
Two scennarios were evaaluated. In the first case the low
l level
joint conttrol loop is cloosed on the joiint side using the
t 12bit
absolute magnetic encooder (first pro
ototype). In thee second
scenario the
t joint controol loop is closeed using feedbaack from
the increm
mental encoderr which is mouunted on the m
motor side
(new desiign). The trackking performannce of one of tthe joints
for a low
w frequency sinnusoidal input (0.3Hz)
(
is illusstrated in
Fig. 9. Th
his low frequeency signal waas selected to show
s
the
inability of
o the old protootype to accuraately track low
w velocity
profiles. Fig.
F 9a shows significant flu
uctuations in thhe output
trajectory
y both in the linne and peak regions which were
w even
visually evident
e
when the robot wass walking as inn Fig. 8.
The mainn cause of theese fluctuations is the frictioon in the
harmonicc drive gear whhich cannot be removed by inncreasing
the dampping gains duee to the low quality
q
of the velocity
signal. In
I the second case (new proototype), Fig. 9b
9 shows
that the output trajectoory is much smoother withhout any
obvious fluctuations
f
duue to the increaased damping permitted
p
by the higgher resolutionn sensing.

TRAJJECTORY TRAC
CKING PERFORM
MANCE AND
CHARACTERISTI
C
IC MEASURES

Thee performance of the new lower body was also evaluatedd
agaainst the origin
nal prototype ussing both walkking trajectoriess
bassed on preview
w control [15], Fig. 8 and sin
nusoidal inputss,
Fig
g. 9.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 9 Joint traccking performancee improvement.

Fig. 8 Walking gait used in the jo
oint tracking perforrmance tests.

Finallly, the motion range and torrque of the neew lower
body pro
ototype are coompared with the first prottotype in
Table IIII. Clearly thee range of most
m
joints has
h
been
increasedd, while in teerms of torquee output the new leg
design gives significanntly higher vaalues while thhe waist
joints havve equal perforrmance.
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TABLE III
CHARACTERISTIC MEASURES OF THE ICUB COMPARED TO THOSE OF THE ORIGINAL PROTOTYPE.

Leg
Hip Flex/Ext
Hip Abd/Add

Range of motion (°)
Original
New
Prototype Prototype
+50, -100
+45, -134
+17, -35

Hip Rotation

+65, -35

+18, -120

Torque (Nm)
Original
Prototype
Sum of the differential
drive torques = 84Nm

New Lower body Joint Drives
New
Prototype
60Nm

Motor Type

Gear Reduction

RBE1211 (200W)

CSD17-100:1 + 1.5:1 cable stage

40Nm

RBE1211 (200W)

CSD17-100:1

40Nm

RBE1211 (200W)

CSD17-100:1

+80, -80
+126, -24

40Nm
30Nm

40Nm

RBE1211 (200W)

CSD17-100:1

30Nm

RBE1210 (140W)

CSD14-100:1 + 1.5:1 cable stage

Knee

+115, -10

Ankle Flex/Ex

+70, -50

+43, -22

24Nm

Ankle Abd/Add

+25, -25

+25, -25

11Nm

20Nm

RBE1211 (200W)

CSD17-100:1

30Nm

30Nm

RBE1210 (140W)

CSD14-100:1 + 1.5:1 cable stage

RBE1211 (200W)

CSD17-100:1 + 1:1 cable stage

RBE1211 (200W)

CSD17-100:1 + 1:1 cable stage

Waist
Roll

+70, -70

+70, -70

Pitch

+90, -15

+90, -15

Yaw

+45, -45

+45, -45

Sum of the differential
drive torques = 80Nm

Sum of the differential
drive torques = 80Nm

Comparing the achieved joint ranges and torques with
the specifications given in Table I and II it can be seen that
in most of the joints the achieved joint specifications satisfy
the requirements. Some small deviations were due to the
hard mechanical constrains raised from the child size of the
robot.

[3]

VI. CONCLUSIONS

[6]

Humanoids robots are high complexity mechatronic
machines build on a process of test and revision. Therefore,
there is clearly a necessity for many iterations of the design
process before reaching a final prototype.
This paper presented the structure of the new lower body
of the “iCub” child humanoid robot. Built from the
knowledge obtained by the first prototype an improved
version of the lower body was designed, fabricated and fully
assembled. Specific deficiencies of the first design were
addressed resulting in the realization of the new lower body
platform that exhibits significant improvements over the old
prototype including higher modularity, highly integrated
actuator modules with full joint state (improved resolution
and torque) sensing, improved joint range and torque
capabilities, simpler construction, easier assembly and
maintenance and improved joint trajectory tracking.
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